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 Unlike the other Norton products that have little value, Norton Ghost 15.0 is a fast, powerful and reliable computer application.
Norton Ghost 15.0 offers the following features: Bootable CD or DVD/USB drive (Universal for all Windows versions),

Installation application: it’s possible to use it directly on the CD/DVD drive or to install it on any USB stick or portable hard
disk, Support for all versions of Windows 10 (up to 10.0), 8.1, 8.0, 7.1, Vista (all versions), XP, 2000, ME, 95, 98, 3.11, NT,

Mac, Linux and Solaris, It is possible to create both bootable CD/DVD or USB drive, It’s possible to customize the appearance
of the Norton Ghost boot screen, A system manager to manage and monitor the processes and network connections, A user

manager to manage the users, computer accounts and passwords, A registry tool to scan and to repair the registry, A “System
File Checker” to scan and repair invalid registry keys and invalid system files, A complete set of analysis tools that allow you to
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check, repair, analyze and restore the content of your hard disk, It is possible to access to your computer from a remote location,
It is possible to work offline, Can create and save all your backup data (including the files, folders, partitions and system

registry) on CDs, USB drives and on the hard disk, Is fully compatible with NAS, network and external hard drives, It can be
used for backup, recovery and mirroring purposes, For disaster recovery purposes, It is possible to restore the whole system, It

can copy your applications and programs from one disk to another, It is possible to create a backup of a single file or of a single
folder, It is possible to “ghost” backup the data in your computer. Norton Ghost 15.0 does not contain any form of spyware or

malware and does not contain any type of adware. See also Ghost (application) Backup References External links Norton Ghost
15.0.0 Review Norton Ghost for Mac Category:Backup software Category:Data recovery software Category:Data
synchronization Category:Installation software Category:PC disk recovery softwareEvaluation of par 82157476af
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